Standard protector for tinned drinks

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION: The descriptive report herein refers to an Invention Patent application, related to a standard PVC or PET tinned drinks protector with its corresponding opening seal, the obvious aim of which is to form a protective element for the top of drinks tins, the area where users place their lips to drink from the container.

As the invention (protective cap) hermetically seals the top of the drinks tin and is fitted during the packaging process, it guarantees that the area from which the user drinks is perfectly clean and hygienic.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION: This invention has its application in the food industry and drinks packaging at source, owing to its efficiency and simplicity of application.

ANTECEDENTS OF THE INVENTION: On the part of the applicant there is no knowledge of the existence at present of an invention designed to be a standard protector with seal for tinned drinks.

Fig.II
Description

[0001] The invention applied for refers to a standard tinned drinks protector, applied during packaging and, as its name indicates, protecting the top of the drinks tin, this being the area that comes into contact with the user's lips, atmospheric dust, animal traces or accidental spillage during transportation, storage or at point of sale.

[0002] The protective cap is made of PVC or PET thermoplastic material, heat and vacuum preformed, and possessing a closing seal system that is broken (enabling the cap to be opened) by means of the opening tab.

[0003] The system of fitting the protective cap onto the drinks tin is highly ingenious, and consists of a negative, circular groove in the protective cap, that slots into the negative closing groove of the drinks tin.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The standard tinned drinks protector that the invention herein proposes is based on the protection offered to drinks tins that are used for direct drinking consumption, normally 33 centilitre containers, although it can also be adapted for larger tins.

[0005] The protective cap made of PVC or PET thermoplastic material, is fitted on the packaging line of the drinks at source, and therefore offers the user the guarantee that the top of the tin is clean and hygienic, this being the area which enters into contact with the final user's or consumer's lips.

[0006] At the same time, the standard tinned drinks protector offers hygienic protection of the tin during transport, storage or placement at the point of sale, preventing atmospheric dust, any type of animal traces or accidental spillage of material from dirtying or contaminating the cap or the top of the tin.

[0007] At the side and projecting from the closure area of the cap formed by the standard tinned drinks protector, there is a tab or opening seal that extends to the upper central part of the protective cap by means of a double incision.

[0008] To remove the seal of the standard tinned drinks protector, you must lift the opening tab or seal and pull it, thus breaking the protective cap, this being facilitated by the micro incision that is preformed along the line of extension of the opening tab or seal up to the centre of the PVC or PET protective cap.

[0009] The cap formed by the standard tinned drinks protector will be labelled where the opening micro incision has been made, with a printed label stating the conditions for opening and use of the seal.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] To complete the description that is being drafted and with a view to understanding better the invention that is being presented, attached to the report herein, as an integral part of the same, there is a sheet of plans in which, for illustrative and not limitative purposes, there are 2 figures drawn without sizes, as these would depend on the practical execution to be developed.

ELEMENTS OF THE INVENTION AND THEIR DESCRIPTION

[0011] In Figure I, there is an aerial view of the cap (1) formed by the standard tinned drinks protector, that is made of PVC or PET thermoplastic material, preformed and punched in order for the protective cap (1) to have the ideal shape so that on applying vertical pressure to the cap or force to the top (8) of the tin, the cap (1) slots into the rim (7) of the drinks tin (11), a slotting in that is carried out by the pressure exerted by the groove (6) or negative circular incision of the protective cap (1).

[0012] The profile or final shape of the protective cap (5) covers 50% of the sloping side profile (9) where the tin closing device (7) is found. On the side of the cap profile (5), the tab or opening seal (2) projects, being designed for easy use (removal). Following the profile of the tab (2), the micro incision (3) can be seen, that extends up to the centre of the protective cap (1), a micro incision that facilitates breaking the seal (10) and the protective cap (1) thereby opening the standard tinned drinks protector.

[0013] Figure II presents a cross-section, which shows (in broken lines) the sloping profile of the drinks tin (9 and 11) with its connection point (12) between the cone (9) containing the tin closing device (7) at the top (8) with the cylindrical wall of the same (11).

[0014] On the upper side of the cone (9) of the drinks tin (11) there is the closing device (7) of the container (11). The closing device (7) forms a negative circular slot as a result of the encapsulation and joining of the top (8) to the cone (9). This circular slot (7) is used as a pressure closing anchorage of the protective cap (1) by means of the negative circular incision (6) that is preformed on the side of the cap (1). The slotting in of the above mentioned grooves (7) and (6) gives rise to a safe, hermetic fit of the standard tinned drinks protector (1) to the body of the container (11).

Claims

1. Standard tinned drinks protector (Figure I). Characterised by comprising a cap of PVC or PET thermoplastic material preformed by heat and vacuum before being punched to give it its characteristic circular shape (5) including the tab (2) of the closing seal (10).

2. Standard tinned drinks protector (Figure I). Characterised by having a seal-breaking system (10).
preformed at the top of the protective cap, made possible by punching the protective cap (1) with blades that carry out a micro incision (3) of approximately 70% of the thickness of the protective cap (1), such a system making it easier to break the thermoplastic material of the protective cap (1).

3. Standard tinned drinks protector (Figure II). Characterised by having an easy to use (remove) tab (2), that acts on the closing seal by breaking it (10) in order to open the protective cap (1), exposing the top (8) of the drinks can (11).

4. The standard tinned drinks protector (Figure II). Characterised by having an ingenious system for joining or fitting the protective cap (1) to the drinks tin (11), consisting of the closing device (7) of the said tin and that by applying pressure or pushing down on the protective cap (1), the latter slots the negative circular incision (6) of the said protective cap (1), into the negative groove formed by join (7) of the top (8) to the sloping side (9) of the drinks tin (11), thus producing a firm, hermetic closure, and adaptation of the standard tinned drinks protector (1) to the drinks tin (11).
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